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the hint of passing magnets through wire coils and dis-
covered the desired effect. This note may have diverted
possible competitors of Faraday from the search. It might
also have given them the hint of the solution. But it is
certain that Faraday was not frightened by his own note,
and was able to take his own hint. It is said that he used
to carry a little bar of iron and a small coil of wire In his
waistcoat pocket., and would bring these out at spare
moments and try to imagine by what sort of arrangement
the iron bar could produce an electric current in the coil.
In Faraday's diary there is a note on November 28th,
1825, of an attempt to discover the production of an
electric current in one circuit by an electric current in
another circuit. He connected the terminals of a battery
by a wire about four feet long. Another wire was arranged
parallel to the first wire and separated only by two thick-
nesses of paper. The ends of the second wire were con-
nected to a galvanometer. He was unable to observe that
any current flowed in the second wire while a current from
the battery was flowing through the first wire. He tried
the effects of connecting the battery terminals with a wire
wound into a coil, and passing the second wire through the
hole of the coil. Then he tried the effect of connecting the
battery terminals by a straight wire which passed through
the hole of a wire coil whose ends were connected to a
galvanometer. These experiments also showed no produc-
tion of electric current in the galvanometer circuit. In
1828 he tried similar experiments, without success. Three
years later he discovered an effective arrangement. On
August 29th, 1831, he described in his diary an experiment
with "an iron ring made, iron round and seven-eighths of
an inch thick and six inches in external diameter. Wound
many coils of copper round, one-half of the coils being
separated by twine and calico: there were three lengths of
wire, each about twenty-four feet long, -and they could be
connected as one length or used as separate lengths. By
trial with a trough each was insulated from the other. Will
call this side of the ring A. On the other side, but separated
by an interval, was wound wire in two pieces, together

